The aim of this paper is to determine the mathematical relationship (model) between control deflections and structural deflections of the F/A-18 modified aircraft in the active aeroelastic wing technology program. Five sets of signals from flight flutter tests corresponding to the excited sources were measured by NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. These excitation inputs are: differential ailerons, collective ailerons, collective stabilisers, differential stabilisers, and rudders. The signals to be used by the model are of two types: control deflection time histories and corresponding structural deflections on the wing and trailing-edge flaps. We choose to use the subspace identification method based on reconstructing the observability matrix in order to identify the nonlinear multi-input, linear-inthe-states, multi-output system. We identify models (input/output characteristics) by applying this method for a number of sixteen flight conditions for which the Mach number varies from 0·85 to 1·30 and the altitudes vary from 5,000ft to 25,000ft. Very good results are obtained with a fit between the estimated and the measured signals and a correlation coefficient higher than 90%. 
ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to determine the mathematical relationship (model) between control deflections and structural deflections of the F/A-18 modified aircraft in the active aeroelastic wing technology program. Five sets of signals from flight flutter tests corresponding to the excited sources were measured by NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. These excitation inputs are: differential ailerons, collective ailerons, collective stabilisers, differential stabilisers, and rudders. The signals to be used by the model are of two types: control deflection time histories and corresponding structural deflections on the wing and trailing-edge flaps. We choose to use the subspace identification method based on reconstructing the observability matrix in order to identify the nonlinear multi-input, linear-inthe-states, multi-output system. We identify models (input/output characteristics) by applying this method for a number of sixteen flight conditions for which the Mach number varies from 0·85 to 1·30 and the altitudes vary from 5,000ft to 25,000ft. Very good results are obtained with a fit between the estimated and the measured signals and a correlation coefficient higher than 90%. In this paper, a model is presented which computes the structural deflections of the flexible F/A-18 Active Aeroelastic Wing following a given control input. The model is built using the subspace parameter estimation methods from flight flutter tests from Ljung N4SID method (5) . This subspace identification algorithm, a very efficient non-iterative system identification technique, is used for mathematical model identification. The next sections present a literature review on system identification methods, and in particular, on the subspace method used in aeroelasticity applications.
The autoregressive moving average method (ARMA) and neural networks were used by Sung et al (7) to identify the flutter behaviour of a transonic wing. Kukreja and Brenner (6) later used the nonlinear autoregressive moving average exogenous (NARMAX) model to study the flutter dynamics of a pitch-plunge system subjected to limit cycle oscillations. The dynamics of a flexible wing model has also been modelled by Silva et al (8) by use of the impulse response method and the Eigensystem Realisation Algorithm (ERA). An output-error minimisation method was performed based on a large flexible aircraft by Le Garrec et al (9) . The subspace method was already applied in many other fields such as fibre optics research (10) . In the aerospace field, the subspace method has been used to identify the effects of the aircraft's control surface motion on the rigid modes of an F/A-18 from flight flutter tests (11) . In this method, the ailerons were excited by use of Schroeder frequency sweeps. The structural accelerations of the aircraft were filtered using a wavelet transform and the aircraft responses were identified in both time and frequency domains. In the present study, the subspace identification method is used to identify the structural deflections of the F/A-18 Active Aeroelastic Wing aircraft's surfaces from flight flutter tests.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology part of this paper has three distinct sections: A. Description of the Schroeder excitation inputs signals and data preprocessing B. Description of the architecture of the state-space models C. Description of the subspace system identification method.
Excitation inputs and data preprocessing
In order to obtain the recorded flight flutter tests data, the flight control computer (FCC) for the F/A-18 AAW aircraft was modified by adding a research flight control system (RFCS) to generate the Schroeder frequency sweep control inputs. The software used by the RFCS to control the actuators was called the on board excitation system (OBES). The Schroeder frequency sweep generated by the OBES is a sum of harmonics, equally spaced in the frequency domain. An example of the OBES control inputs time history is shown in Fig. 1 .
The OBES Schroeder excitation signal is defined in Equation (1): where ƒ k is the k th measurement frequency, φ k is the k th phase and A k is the k th amplitude of the Schroeder signal. Details on the theory of Schroeder signals are given by Galvao et al (10) . The advantage to use Schroeder signal is that it minimises its peak-to-peak amplitude, which is very useful in aircraft inputs excitation. The OBES generated Schroeder signal is sent to the aircraft actuators to generate the F/A-18 control surfaces oscillations. For each flight test record, the excited control surfaces may be one of the following: differential aileron, collective aileron, collective stabiliser, differential stabiliser or rudders. The outputs of the mathematical model are the structural deflections of both wings 
INTRODUCTION
The work presented in this paper uses flight flutter test data obtained from the active aeroelastic wing technology research program (1, 2, 3) at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. Aeroelastic flutter involves the unfavourable interaction of aerodynamic, elastic, and inertia forces on structures to produce an unstable oscillation that often results in structural failure (4) . Thus, aeroelasticity plays a major role in the design of aircraft. Flight flutter test techniques are based on Von Schlippe's method: the structural excitation, the response measurement, and the data analysis for stability. The aircraft is piloted at several flight conditions by increasing the Mach number. Then, by analysing the data, it is possible to extrapolate the information in order to predict the aircraft stability at next flight condition.
The aim of the AAW Technology Flight Research Program, initiated in 1996, was to validate an aircraft concept in which a lighter, more flexible wing could be used to improve the F/A-18 roll performance by minimising the maneuver load on its wings. At high dynamic pressures, the AAW control surfaces can be used as tabs that are deflected into the air stream to produce wing twist which minimises the control surface motion needed for aircraft maneuvering. Increase of the control effectiveness at high velocities is therefore the main advantage of the active aeroelastic wing concept. The design of such an improved wing requires aeroservoelastic interaction studies between loads, flight vehicle unsteady aerodynamics, active controls and structural aeroelasticity. 
State-space model architecture description
The nonlinear multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) model representing the system is presented in Fig. 3 . The model linear inputs, represented by the upper left block of Fig. 3 , are the left and right aileron positions AIL L and AIL R , the stabiliser positions STB L and STB R and the vertical tail VERT L and VERT R positions. These inputs are also combined with nonlinear inputs of second degree in order to improve the match between the model and the data. These nonlinear inputs are composed of polynomial combinations of the standard model inputs. The generation of these nonlinear inputs by multiplying the inputs together can also be thought of as a component of the overall mathematical model. Even though the identified state-space model is linear in the states, the overall model includes nonlinear terms. A similar approach of using nonlinear input is used in polynomial neural network models (12) . The outputs are the wing deflections WING L and WING R and the trailing-edge flap deflections TEF L and TEF R derived from the corresponding accelerometer measurements on the outer wing and the trailing-edge surfaces, respectively. The state-space matrices A, B, C and D, where columns of B and D account for the extra nonlinear inputs, are identified with the subspace method which will be explained in the following section (13) .
and trailing-edge flaps. The tests were performed for a combination of Mach numbers from 0·85 to 1·20 and for altitudes from 5,000ft to 25,000ft. At each flight condition, characterised by an altitude and a Mach number, all the five different excitation inputs mentioned above were performed to generate different records with a time length of 30 seconds. In order to capture all the system dynamics when building the mathematical model, maneuvers corresponding to a given altitude and Mach number were concatenated to generate a single 150-sec time record.
In this paper, we use the measured structural accelerations provided by NASA Dryden. The measured accelerations on the structural surfaces are very noisy. We remove the noise in order to identify the F/A-18 AAW model by performing a double integration on the surface accelerations to obtain the surface deflections. The effect of integration on the accelerations is shown in Fig. 2 , where velocity and position time histories are represented for the left wing surface over the 150-sec concatenated time interval. Only the structural surface deflection, velocity, and acceleration for the left wing are shown to illustrate the way in which integration operations remove the unwanted noise.
By observing Fig. 2 , the double integration has produced smoother signals which can be easily estimated. identification of the unphysical system characteristics, producing a model that performs poorly for new data. A good approach for model order selection is therefore to insure that for a given order, the model performance is optimal for both the identification test data and another data set aside for the validation process. In this paper, there was no validation flight test data to evaluate the model's generality since the input frequency varied continuously across the time span and maneuvers were not repeated at the same flight condition. To solve this problem, robustness test data were generated by slightly perturbing the initial identification flight test data using a resampling technique. These robustness test data were used as validation data. The method used to generate these robustness test data is explained later. Different model orders are tried and for each order, the model performance on the identification flight test data and the robustness test data were evaluated. A plot is then given that shows the singular values of the Henkel matrices of the impulse response for different orders are graphed. The order can be selected such that the singular values are small for higher orders comparing with those of the lower orders. It was found that the optimal model order was eleven. 
RESULTS

This
Criterion used to evaluate the model
Correlation coefficient
The first method used to validate the model is the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient R equal to one (R = 1) denotes perfect linear dependency (no scatter) between the measured and the calculated or estimated outputs. A correlation coefficient equal to minus one (R = -1) denotes inverse linear dependency between the measured and the estimated outputs. A correlation coefficient of zero (R = 0) denotes the linear independency between the measured and the estimated outputs. A good correlation coefficient between the output from the model and the flight test data indicates that there are no unusual error between the model and the data. However, it does not give enough information about the overall goodness of the fit. A better measure of the model performance can be obtained by the second method: the fit coefficient.
Description of the subspace system identification algorithm used in this paper
The state space matrices
Generally, a discrete linear model is defined with the following Equations (2) and (3):
The A, B, C and D matrices terms are usually estimated by use of various parameter estimation methods. Most of these methods start with a set of initial guesses found from physical knowledge of the system. A minimisation algorithm is further used to reduce the error between the model output and the given flight test data. Unfortunately, with these methods, if the initial parameter guesses are far from their true values, the minimisation algorithm may converge towards a local minimum.
The main advantage of this subspace identification algorithm used in this paper is that it is non-iterative and does not require an initial guess (5) of the parameters inside the state-space matrices [A, B, C, D]. The accuracy of the resulting model usually compares to a model that would have been generated with an optimisation which would have converged near the global minimum. The only information required by the subspace method is the input and the output data vectors.
The subspace identification algorithm is implemented in the Matlab System Identification Toolbox. The manner in which the algorithm is implemented in Matlab ® is given by Ljung (5) . The main concept of the subspace method is the definition of the system observability matrix Γr in the following Equation (4) from modern control theory, where r represents a forward prediction horizon (5) . This matrix can be obtained from the system inputs u(t) and outputs y(t) and its expression is the following:
. . . (4) Once this observability matrix Γr is known (5) , the state space matrices [A, B, C, D] are obtained by use of the input and output vectors.
In this project, Ljung's algorithm is chosen to compute the subspace matrices of the system. Many investigations were done in the field of system identification such that vanOvershee and DeMoor who studied the theory, the implementation ans the applications of subspace identification algorithms for linear time-invariant finite -dimensional dynamical systems (14) .
Selection of the mathematical model order
The subspace method explained above applies for a state-space model of any order. Recall that the order of a state-space model is defined by the rank of matrix A defined in Equation (2) and this order must be carefully selected in order to obtain an appropriate model. The order should be high enough to ensure that the model represents all the important system dynamics; however, choosing an order that is too high may lead to an over-fitting problem. Over fitting occurs when the model order is chosen too high for the length of data used in identification. The result is expressed by the . . . (3) output fit parameters must be similar to the fit of the signal used in the identification. The robustness test was used to select the most appropriate nonlinear inputs to be used and to build the models. These modified data sets were also used to select the most appropriate model order. Recall from Fig. 3 that the model's inputs are the different control surfaces deflections and nonlinear combinations of these deflections. The use of a high number of nonlinear inputs may cause the model to over-fit the data. When this situation occurs, there is a small model error compared to the data set used to build it, but the model performs poorly on these new data sets. Nonlinear inputs were added from the simplest to more complexes, and only kept if the nonlinear input improved the fits based on correlation and fit coefficients.
Since we do not have a separate data set to use in the crossvalidation, we decided to use the modified input data for the robustness test above described as added nonlinear input would likely cause an over-fitting problem. We chose to add only the nonlinear inputs which improved the model performance on both the original data and the modified data used in the robustness test. In each case, the model performance was calculated in term of correlation and fit coefficients.
The following section will demonstrate qualitatively the model performance by showing the time history of the model output with respect to the time history of the flight test data for a given flight condition. This shows the mean results of the fit and correlation coefficients for all flight conditions considered in this paper.
Qualitative results for one flight condition
The following figure shows the results obtained for the model identification by use of the subspace method for both sets of data used in the
Fit coefficient
The fit coefficient is defined as 100% multiplied by the ratio between the L 2 -norm of the error between the data and the model over the L 2 -norm of the error between the data and its mean value. The fit coefficient is expressed by Equation (5): The main advantage of using the fit coefficient is that it takes into account the data variation about its mean in order to evaluate the model quality. For example, even if a model has an output very close to the data output, it will have a poor fit coefficient if there are much more small oscillations in the data than in the model.
Robustness test: model capability
Normally, the best manner to test the performance of a model i.e. to validate the identified model would be its use in a simulation with a set of input data which was not used in the parameter identification process. The resulting model output is then compared to the flight test data outputs corresponding. This comparison can be done by using the correlation and fit coefficients and this test is called crossvalidation. Unfortunately, in this paper, it was not possible to set data aside for the validation because there was only one set of data records available for each given input excitation, altitude or Mach number. For this reason, we decided to evaluate the robustness of our estimated model by considering the model's output resulting from a simulation with slightly perturbed input signals. The purpose of this test was to evaluate the effect on the model's output of negligible input signals perturbations. If the model is not sensitive to very small perturbation of its inputs, it indicates that the model is robust. The difference between a perturbed input signal and the initial input signal is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The perturbed input signal shown in Fig. 4 was generated by performing the following operations: (1) first, resample the signal by keeping only one point for a given number b of points and then (2), reconstruct the signal from these points by performing interpolations in order to obtain the initial sampling rate.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 where Δt is the sampling rate over the 150-sec concatenated time interval. This is equivalent to adding many small perturbations to the inputs signals in order to measure the sensitivity of the model to these perturbations. Thus, if the model is robust, it must react well to small perturbations of the input signals. This means that there is neither divergence nor oscillations on the output signals and the identification and in the robustness test. These results are for a Mach number of 0·85 and an altitude of 5,000ft. In Fig. 6 , the solid line represents the measured output from the flight test data and the stars represent the model output over the 150-sec concatenated time interval. From a visual inspection, is clear that each model outputs match very well the flight test data for both the original data and the data modified for the robustness test for the aircraft different surfaces. Table 1 shows the correlation coefficients between the estimated and the measured outputs.
It can be observed that the correlation coefficients, for the flight conditions M = 0·85 and H = 5,000ft are very good, as they are all higher than 90%. Most of the fit coefficient results are also very good except for the left wing deflection which has a fit coefficient of 57·56% for the data used in the identification and a fit of 54·04% on the data used for the robustness test. Even though these fit coefficients are low, the left wing deflection time history graphs for estimated and measured results are still close, as seen on Fig. 8 . Another observation which can be made is that there is not a high difference between the model accuracy on the data used in the identification with respect to the modified data for the robustness test.
Results summary for all flight conditions
The results above shown in Tables 1 and 2 are given for a single flight condition characterised by a Mach number of 0·85 and an altitude of 5,000ft. In this paper, F/A-18 aircraft model with different set of parameters were identified for a number of 16 different combinations of Mach numbers and altitudes, see Table 3 .
The mean value and the standard deviation of the fit and correlation coefficients were computed for all these flight conditions and the results for each aircraft surface are illustrated in Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 7 , the bar represents the mean value of the fit or correlation coefficients for both the data used in the identification and the data modified for the robustness test. The following observations can be made from this figure: a) The correlation coefficient between the model output and the flight test data output is always near 100% and re-sampling the data for the robustness test has a very small effect on the correlation coefficient. b) The fit coefficient is higher than 80% for every structural surface except the left wing which is slightly lower and modifying the data for the robustness test also has a small effect. These good results for the correlation and the fit coefficients indicate that the model is accurate. There is a very small degradation of the fit and correlation coefficients when the inputs resampled inputs for the robustness test are used, which indicates that the model is robust and does not over-fit the data. Please note that the model is slightly less accurate in the left wing deflection prediction. Table 4 below shows, as an example, the fit and correlation coefficients for the left wing deflection calculated by the model and the deflection from flight flutter test data for all flight conditions defined in Table 3 .
From Table 4 , is seen that the three worst results are given for flight conditions 1, 4 and 6. The time histories of these worst results are shown in the next section.
Worst results
From the table 4 above, we notice that three flight conditions do not well satisfy the previous conclusions and they are: M = 0·85, H = 5,000ft; M = 0·90, H = 5,000ft and M = 0·90, H = 15,000ft. The estimated and measured outputs related to the worst flight conditions cases are visually shown in Fig. 8 over the 150sec concatenated time interval.
For each flight condition represented in Fig. 8 , the left wing deflection from the model is shown with respect to the deflection from the flight test data. In each case, the deflection model output was found by use of the inputs from the original data and the modified input from the robustness test. We observe that there exist oscillations of the identified signal in Fig. 8 . Yet, we can say that the trends of the estimated signals follow the measured signals. The oscillations do not generate instabilities or divergences of the output signals. Therefore, we noted that the worst results affect only the first output of the system which is the left wing position (WINGL). For the robustness test signals there are also oscillations but they are less pronounced, and the robustness test signals have the same trends as the measured signals.
CONCLUSIONS
• A state space nonlinear multi-inputs, multi-output model was used in this study to estimate structural surface deflections given by the F/A-18 control inputs for sixteen flight conditions characterised by different Mach numbers and altitudes. The subspace identification method was used for the model identification from flight flutter tests.
• Two methods were used to calculate the differences between data and model-identified outputs: the correlation coefficients, and the fit coefficient. Except for the three worst left wing cases, good results were found for all flight conditions and were characterised by correlation coefficients higher than 96% and fit Flight Condition  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  Mach Number  0·85  0·85  0·85 0·9  0·9  0·9  1·1  1·1  1·1  1·1  1·2  1·2  1·2  1·2  1·3  1·3  Altitude 10  3 feet  5  10  15  5  10  15  10  15  20  25  10  15  20  25  20 25 Fit  57·56  76·41  80·56  69·36  73·63  54·12  87·21  81·04  Correlation  92·09  97·45  98·64  95·39  96·97  91·54  99·23  98·29   Flight  Condition  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16   Fit  87·89  86·00  93·92  80·77  89·81  86·12  84·35  77·49  Correlation  99·27  99·13  99·82  98·44  99·53  99·11  98·80  98·33 
